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Motivational interviewing may benefit pregnant women with high
levels of intoxication
Handmaker, N. S., Miller, W. R., & Manicke, M. (1999). Findings of a pilot study of motivational interviewing with pregnant drinkers. Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 60, 285–287.
Level: IB2a

Randomized control trial, less than 20 participants per condition, moderate internal validity, high external validity

Why research this topic?
Fetuses exposed to alcohol by a mother who drinks may, after birth, experience retardation of growth, physical
abnormalities, abnormalities in neurobehavioral functioning, and fetal alcohol syndrome. Nonetheless, about 20% of
pregnant women drink. Thus, development of strategies to promote abstinence during pregnancy is important. Brief
interventions have shown promise in reducing drinking, probably because they affect motivation. Clearly, they are
practical and cost-effective.
What did the researchers do?
Handmaker, Miller, and Manicke (1999), all affiliated with the University of New Mexico (Albuquerque), decided to
study the effectiveness of a particular brief intervention, motivational interviewing, on pregnant drinkers. The
researchers recruited 42 participants for their study from pregnant women using the University of New Mexico
obstetric clinics who reported having consumed at least 1 drink in the previous month. The average age of the participants was 24 years. Fifty-three percent were Hispanic, 38% White, and 9% Black. Eight did not participate in the follow-up interview.
The researchers randomly assigned the participants to one of two groups, treatment or control, using a strategy to
achieve an equal distribution of heavy drinkers across the two groups. As a result, each group had a 2:1 ratio of light
or moderate drinkers to heavy drinkers. The treatment group received a 1-hour intervention. The “motivational interviewing” in this study was “an empathic, client-centered, but directive session focusing on the health of the participants’ unborn babies” (p. 285). The members of the control group (see Glossary) received a letter “informing them
about the potential risks of drinking during pregnancy and referring them to their health care providers” (p. 286).
The outcome areas of interest to the researchers were as follows: alcohol consumption (as measured by the Brief
Drinker Profile, supplemented by a timeline reconstruction of drinking during the 2 months preceding intervention;
and by the Follow-up Drinker Profile); and motivation for change (as measured by the Stages of Change Readiness
and Treatment Eagerness Scale—SOCRATES). The Brief Drinker Profile and timeline reconstruction were administered before the intervention began, the Follow-up Drinker Profile 2 months after the intervention. The SOCRATES
was administered to the treatment group only, before and after the intervention.

What did the researchers find?
At follow-up, there was no difference between the groups in total alcohol consumption or days abstinent. However,
among the women with the highest levels of intoxication initially, those in the treatment group showed significantly
(see Glossary) lower blood alcohol concentrations during the 2 months after the intervention than their counterparts
in the control group did.
Overall (in the two groups combined), there was a significant reduction in alcohol consumption and a significant
increase in days abstinent. Nonetheless, a large percentage in both groups (56% of the treatment group, 67% of the
control group) still were drinking, though at very low levels. This phenomenon was related to a family history of
drinking among female relatives and past illicit drug use.
On the measure of motivation to change, the treatment group showed a significant increase from before the intervention to after it on the Ambivalence and Taking Steps subscales of the SOCRATES. In other words, they were less
ambivalent about committing themselves to change and readier to take steps.

What do the findings mean?
For therapists and other providers, the findings suggest that motivational interviewing can benefit pregnant women
with high levels of intoxication. More broadly, they suggest a three-tiered approach to prevention: sensitive screening
in prenatal clinics (paying careful attention to any indicators of alcohol use, even low levels, conducted in a manner
that will not raise the women’s defensiveness); for those who report drinking, a more thorough assessment “conducted in a warm and empathic style” and including brief advice; and for those identified through the assessment as
heavy drinkers, a motivational interview, a referral for treatment, and monitoring.
What are the study’s limitations?
The study has one limitation: the small sample size. This fact lessens the confidence one can have that the outcomes
were attributable to the intervention.

GLOSSARY
control group––A group that received special attention similar to that which the treatment group received but did
not receive the treatment.
significance (or significant)—A statistical term that refers to the probability that the results obtained in the study
are not due to chance but to some other factor (e.g., the treatment of interest). A significant result is likely to be generalizable to populations outside the study.
Significance should not be confused with clinical effect. A study can be statistically significant without having a very
large clinical effect on the sample. For example, a study that examines the effect of a treatment on a client’s ability
to walk may report that the participants in the treatment group were able to walk significantly longer distances than
those in the control group. However, after reading the study one may find that the treatment group was able to walk,
on average, 6 feet, whereas the control group was able to walk, on average, 5 feet. Although the outcome may be statistically significant, a clinician may not feel that a 1-foot increase will make his or her client functional.

■ Terminology used in this document is based on two systems of classification current at the time the evidence-based literature
reviews were completed: Uniform Terminology for Occupational Therapy Practice—Third Edition (AOTA, 1994) and International
Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICIDH-2) (World Health Organization [WHO], 1999). More recently, the Uniform
Terminology document was replaced by Occupational Therapy Practice Framework: Domain and Process (AOTA, 2002), and
modifications to ICIDH-2 were finalized in the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (WHO, 2001).
This work is based on the evidence-based literature review completed by Virginia Stoffel, MS, OTR, FAOTA and
Penelope Moyers, EdD, OTR, FAOTA.
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